
RECTIFCIATION  

OF  

ERRORS  



 

   Meaning of Error 

 

To Err is human" Accountant, as a human being is likely to commit 
mistake while recording the the transactions in the books of original 
entry,  posting them to Ledger accounts or in preparing a trial 
balance itself.  

 

It is essential to locate and rectify errors otherwise  profit and loss 
account will not disclose the true profit or loss of the business and 
the balance sheet will not present a true and fair view of the 
financial position of business 

 
Errors  should never be corrected by overwriting or erasing because 
it reduces the authenticity  of accounting records and gives the 
impression that something is being concealed  
 



 

Method of rectification depends on the stage at which the errors are rectified.  

If an error  is located in the books of original entry before its posting to the Ledger, 

it may be corrected  by neatly crossing out the wrong figure by a single line and 

writing the correct  figure above the crossed figure.  

Similarly, if a wrong figure has been posted to correct Ledger account, it may also 

be corrected in the same manner. 

however, an error is located after some time, it should be correctected by passing  

Journal entry, called rectifying entry. 

 

Rectification of errors depends upon the time of their detection and type of the 

error .It may be discussed as follows  

1) Rectification of Errors before the preparation of Trial Balance; 

2) Rectification of Errors after the preparation of Trial Balance but before the 

     preparation of Final Accounts, and 

3)Rectification of Errors after the preparation of Final Accounts or in the 

     next accounting year.  



    Rectification of Errors before preparation of Trial balance  

When errors are detected before the preparation of trial balance ,  

It should be assessed whether they are two sides errors or one side 

errors : 

From the rectification point of view , all errors can be classified  

into the following two categories : 

(A) Errors which do not affect the Trial balance or Two sided errors 

(B) Errors which affect the Trial balance or one side Errors 

 

(A)Errors which do not affect the trial balance or two sided errors – 

      Errors which affect two accounts simultaneously are called two  

      sided errors. Such errors may include  the following types of  

      errors : 

 



(I) Omission to pass an entry in the books of original records : 

(II) Wrong recording of a transactions in the books of original records  

(III) Posting to wrong account,  

(IV) Errors of principle  

All these errors rectified by passing a journal entry, one account being debited  

And the other account being credited. Following these rules should be observed  

While passing entries to rectify the two side errors:- 

(I) The account showing an excess debit should be credited in the rectifying entries. 

(II) The account a short debit should be debited in the rectifying entry.  

(III) The account showing an excess credit should be debited in the rectifying entry. 

(IV) The account showing a short credit should be credited in the rectifying entry.  



Case 1: when an account has wrongly been debited in place of 

another  
Example : Machinery purchased for Rs5,000 has been debited in place of 
another account. 

    Solution : This error affects two accounts in the following manners  

 Rectifying Entry :     

     Machinery a/c   Dr   5,000  

   To purchase a/c    5,000   

Second Method:  

(i) Correct entry :  Machinery a/c   Dr  

    To cash a/c  

(ii) Wrong entry :  Purchase a/c    Dr  

     To cash a/c 

 Reverse of wrong entry :   

       Cash a/c    Dr 

                To Purchase a/c      

By adding the above two entry, rectifying entry which must be passed now, 

       Machinery  a/c   Dr  

    To Purchase a/c     

 

  

   



 CASE 2: When an account has wrongly credited in place of   

 another 

Example : Rs3,000 being the sale of old furniture has been credited to sales a/c 

  Solution : This errors affects the two accounts in the following manner  

  Rectifying entry :   

 Sales a/c   Dr       3,000 

      To machinery a/c     3,000 

 Second method : 

(i) Correct entry:     Cash a/c  Dr  3,000 

                  To machinery a/c   3,000 

(ii) Wrong entry :     Cash a/c  Dr               3,000 

            To sales a/c     3,000  

Reverse of wrong entry   : Sales a/c     3,000 

     To cash a/c   3,000 

  Addition of reverse entry and correct entry  

    Sales   a/c  Dr     3,000 

     To machinery a/c   3,000 

  

 

 



Case 3: When there is short debit in one account and a short 

credit in another account . 

Example : Goods purchased from Sanjay for Rs 2,000 was entered in Purchase  

                   book as Rs 200 only  

Solution : Effect of Error  

             Purchase a/c short by Rs1,800 and Sanjay short by Rs 1,800 

 Rectifying Entry : 

  Purchase A/c   Dr  1,800 

   To Sanjay    1,800 

 (Being goods purchased from Sanjay for Rs 2,000 wrongly entered as Rs 200)  



Case 4: When there is an excess debit in one account and  

excess credit in another account   

Example – Goods sold to Mohan for Rs 380 on credit was 

recorded in sales book  as Rs 830 

Solution : Effect of Error  

 Mohan excess Debited by Rs 450 , Excess Credited By  


